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XOX! Share the Love is a thoughtfully designed and skillfully crafted work of art that
utilizes ubiquitous iconic symbols, playful shapes and forms, and vibrant colors to
attract and to stimulate viewer interaction.
With familiar elements of the universally recognized TIC TAC TOE game, XOX! Share
the Love is a reimagined strategic game that reminds adults of the pleasures of their
childhood. By design, it encourages engagement and connection over division, joy and
resilience over aggression and defensiveness. It is a project that transcends the
boundaries of any one discipline with research rooted in social psychology related to
play, visual communications including principles of advertising and graphic design,
game development, digital fabrication, sculptural skills and hand finishing, public art,
social practice art and community engagement.
This work originated from my interest in the question: How can an artwork bring
people together?
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A Tale of Two Worlds. And then three. And then four. And then…
Am I an art advertising director and designer or am I a studio artist? For a long
time, this question troubled me. I assumed that I had to be one or the other, that I
need to compartmentalize my professional lives. Over the past several years I’ve
learned to dismantle this career identity disorder by allowing the lines between the
seemingly separate features of my creative practices to blur. Why wouldn’t I use all of
the relevant experience from my life as a resource for making art?
Collapsing the lines between my studio and advertising work, has freed me to
exploit the conceptual thinking and design skills that I’ve honed in the world of
marketing communications to benefit the ideas and messages in my studio work. My
commercial training demands the simplest image in order to communicate an idea,
message or story in the most direct and effective way. This efficiency delivers an
essential clarity to my studio work as well.

“… all art is designed even if it endeavors to appear otherwise… 1
Alex Coles

Before this personal renaissance began, my studio work was focused on a deep
criticism of the political and social landscape in America, but I was weary of the
practice of using art to criticize culture with irony and detachment. I didn’t want to
contribute to the divisiveness, I was searching for a way to creatively bring together the
opposing forces. New questions emerged: How can my work stop adding to the
negativity and bring something positive to people’s lives? How can I engage people to
relate eagerly and connect with each other in real time within material rather than
virtual space? As the walls were collapsing between my roles as an advertising director
and studio artist, the possibilities of architecture, public art, social practice, and
community engagement began to swirl into the mix. Looking back on my own
formative experiences helped me to identify models for making art that builds
connections.
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Other times. Other places.
In the spring of 2016, while traveling in Oaxaca, Mexico with the School of Visual
Arts, I experienced a very rich and colorful culture. It was life changing. I felt so much
joy in seeing small elegant modern stucco buildings painted with the most vibrant yet
pleasing hues —yellow green, turquoise blue, yellow orange — and more (figure a).
These little gems of color were set in amongst the old stone and brick colonial
structures. The detail, craftsmanship and artistry that went into the colorful homes was
so satisfying
to me.
Oaxaca is a colonial city surrounded with ancient ruins and archeological sites;
but it is also contemporary and cosmopolitan with exceptional graphic design schools,
and prestigious art museums. I walked for days taking in all of the inventive
architecture, the dazzling street art, and activists’ posters adorning nearly every
available space.
Oaxaca’s vibrancy stirred early memories of my love of bright colors. Yellow
oranges and turquoise blues in particular brought so much happiness to my young self.
I repeatedly reached for those colors in the crayon box or from piles of colored pencils.
As a kid who was from the first generation that grew up on color TV, I loved watching
cartoons every Saturday morning. The cartoons were an amazingly colorful, animated
2D world. Reading the “funnies” section of the Chicago Tribune newspaper left an
indelible mark on my imagination and visual sensibility. In fact, one of my earliest
remembrances is of my mother drawing Bugs Bunny for me. With awe, I watched her
draw each line that soon revealed the face of the beloved character. I wanted to be
able to do that too.
The baby boomer culture of the 60s, my home life and difficulties in Catholic
school, informed much of who I am today as an artist. My family roots are of a bluecollar Midwestern clan with little college education. We didn’t go downtown to art
museums or discuss conceptual ideas. We went camping, sledding, bike riding and
played in the street. It was a physical life, not an intellectual one.
The memories I have of my youth are filled with the energy and excitement of all
that was happening in those times: The introduction of the Beatles, Peter Max’s
psychedelic posters, Andy Warhol’s Factory, Op-art and the seemingly unlimited
potential to be and do anything I wanted. By the time I was 12 years old, there was a
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full-blown cultural revolution happening spurred on by the Vietnam war, women’s
liberation, the civil rights movement and the awakening of the ecology movement. It
was an intense time to grow up and those times formed many of my values and beliefs
that I hold sacred today.
The trip to Oaxaca, Mexico reawakened the visceral memories of the creativity,
color, collective awareness, upheaval and rebellion that rise up in a cultural revolution.
Connection and empathy can help heal cultural divides. History has proven over and
over again that great things can happen when a group of people come together with a
common purpose for goodness, love and creativity.
Signs of the times.
On returning to my studio after the Mexico trip, I began using the bright colors
that I saw in Oaxacan architecture that were the so similar to the cartoons, crayons and
colored pencils that I loved so much in my early life. I was motivated to begin a
cartoon-style exploration of letters and symbols that are, to a large extent, universal in
Western Languages — X’s, O’s, #’s, *’s.
These X and O forms can be seen as vernacular icons that represent hugs and
kisses at the end of an email to a loved one or recognized as the simple symbols for a
quick game of TIC TAC TOE. X’s and O’s might also be read as oppositional and when
rendered in a specific way can evoke a connotation of competitiveness. What was once
a symbol for number or weight measurement is now also a ubiquitous sign for the
overabunndance of personal social media topics. And the contemporary use of the
asterisk has been a favorite amongst corporate lawyers in their need to bury
inconvenient but important information or to make clarifying notations that are too
lengthy to work in a short phrase. My X’s, O’s, Hashtag and Asterisks were rendered to
maximize playfulness, vibrancy, and the sense of cartoon characters. These symbols
became bright, colorful and wonky 2D forms outlined with thick graphite lines. Each
character was surrounded in a field of silver aluminum acrylic paint showing visible
brush strokes reminiscent of galvanized steel (figure b).
My X, O, #, * figures appear as simple and bold brand logos on the one hand,
and as playful, spray-painted graffiti tags on the other. By rounding, fattening and
bending the shapes of these characters, they become friendly and playful. I saw them
as exuding positivity.
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Because the works were so cartoonish, I wanted to be careful that they were not
perceived as an experience for children. They were made to attract adults.
Sophistication was every bit as important as playfulness. By adding metallic silver to the
backgrounds of the forms, the image became more refined and elegant. The silver
contributes to a recontectualization of the wonky symbols from a potential of
childishness into elegance of the adult realm. The roundness and bending of the X’s
speak directly to the flexibility and grace of the human body. The asteriks become
microorganisms. The asymmetrical O’s vibrate and tip slightly off balance, a formal
study in asymmetry. The culturally pervasive hashtag became a rounded octopus-like
structure with its rounded arms radiating out from an open center
In a sense, my logo-like symbols were an exercise in branding. But instead of a
manipulative, commercial promise of status, I was attempting to introduce a friendly
new face for this simple (limited) lexicon of well used icons. I was experimenting with a
type of visual play in hopes of generating a sense of connectedness. I was inspired by
grafitti artists, who look to make their own distinct mark, or “logo”. But instead of
using daredevil tactics to maximize public visibility and challenge authority, I was
building my own bubble letter style to activate a sense of playfulness. I was asking
myself: ”How can I use this elegant but playful style to facilitate connection and
happiness between people?” How do I make this project more interactive?
Function follows form.
“We don’t see graphic design as art, but we do see art as a form of design.
Although it’s hard to define art, it’s not difficult to define its context:
there exists a clear infrastructure of exhibition spaces, galleries, museums,
art magazines, art publishers, art history, art theory, etc.
Art can be seen as the production of objects, concepts and activities
intended to function within this specific infrastructure…” 2
Experimental Jetset

My new vision was to create an entire environment within a gallery or museum
setting. In addition to multiples of the X’s and O’s that were created as 22”w x 30”h
prints (figure c),

sculptural X’s and O’s were fabricated using a digital process. My drawings

2
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were recreated in Adobe Illustrator and cut from plywood using a CNC router (figure d) .
The 3-D X’s and O’s were laminated and hand finished. They were painted using the
highest quality acrylic spray paint which was originally formulated for street art (figure e).
The sculptural X’s and O’s were made in a range of sizes to explore scale. What
kind of impact would large pieces have? Would a more intimate interaction with a
smaller version of my forms be preferable? Would a combination of sizes produce an
immersive environment, like being in a cartoon? How I thought about these symbols
and the many contexts they could be placed in became a critical component of my
public engagement strategy.
The objective of this progression from 2-D to 3-D to full environment was to
make the work more interactive and engaging, but I still wasn’t satisfied. Ultimately the
symbols led me to the next iteration. The X’s, O’s and the grid-like hashtag resembled
a large-scale TIC TAC TOE game. The obvious next step was to evolve the work from
being playful to being played. Because of its universality and how ancient this game is,
people would automatically know how to play and engage with these forms.
Testing 1. 2. 3.
A five-foot square gameboard and large X and O game pieces were made, as
well as a two-foot square tabletop version (figure f). I invited people to play TIC TAC TOE
in the university hallway with me. The wooden game pieces were thick and well
balanced, they fit nicely into a person’s hand. The tactile quality of the natural material
helped people to connect with the game pieces. The slight heft and density of the
wood was chosen over the hollowness of plastic, giving the game player a sense of
something solid and real. Almost everyone who picked up a game piece remarked on
how nice the pieces felt in their hand.
There was much interest in the beauty of the shapes and the colors of the game
pieces.. The highly saturated hues, a rainbow of 11 unique colors in all (including
lemon yellow, tangerine orange, pure violet purple) were balanced and in visual
harmony. No one color dominated.
Scale also seemed to be very important to those who participated in playing the
sculptural TIC TAC TOE game. The five-foot square board and large X’s and O’s were
set up on the floor in the hallway and the smaller two-foot square board was set up on
a table top. The reaction from most was that adults don’t want to get down on the
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floor to play a game. It’s too uncomfortable for them. Keeping the game and game
pieces on a table top made it much more likely that someone would participate.
In the end, the resolved forms activated engagement without question. It was
clear that the aesthetics were drawing people into the work, but play with the actual
game was another story. TIC TAC TOE was too simple. It didn’t live up to the
sophistication of the sculptural objects. TIC TAC TOE gets old quick because it almost
always end up in a tie.

“All that play requires is the construction of a system of rules
and the freedom to move within them.”3
Brian Upton

While researching game theory and the history of games, I found that TIC TAC
TOE goes back as far as ancient Egypt and was played on sandstone slabs where the
three-in-a-row grid first appeared. The three by three square grid structure was
believed to have magical qualities. The game was then discovered by Greek scholars
who traveled to Egypt and then it spread to the Roman Empire. Modern day England
calls this game Noughts and Crosses. TIC TAC TOE is ubiquitous. Because it is so well
known, no instructions are necessary. There is no language barrier with this game.
Both adults and children can play anywhere with a pencil and a scrap of paper. But the
downsides were huge. In order to bring people together and to help them stay
together long enough to interact in a new and playful experience, they must not only
be engaged with each other, but the game must hold their interest and pique the
question of: “Why is this game in a museum or gallery?” In John Sharp’s book, “Works

of Game”, on the aesthetics of games and art, he explains:
“Artgames used the innate properties of games — among them interactivity, game mechanics,
and player goals — to create expressive play experiences that explore metaphysical questions
around life, ethics and aspects of the human condition.”4

If my intention is to bring strangers together so they are able to interact in a
positive way with each other, the game had to hold their interest for more than a few
minutes. The game needed to be more complex, strategic and challenging for those
3
4
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playing it. It was suggested to me by one of my professors that I “hack” TIC TAC TOE.
The game needed to be more complex and had to work mathematically. The
game structure required rules, a point system and a stimulating goal for players to
reach. If the game and its environment could engage the players’ minds as well as their
aesthetic sensibilities and also required their physical presence in a public setting,
there was excellent potential transformative experience.
A shape with the right amount of playable spaces was created and a row game
was devised where one could get 3, 4 or 5 in a row to acquire points. The game board
would still have the same kind of wonky shape as the original design, but it would be
challenging enough to hold an adult’s attention and give them a sense of mastery by
playing the game over and over again (figure g).

“Play is called recreation because it makes us new again.
It re-creates us and our world.”5
Dr. Stuart Brown of the National Institute of Play

In the past, my work was put before people to interact with; but my physical
presence was removed. A direct connection between myself and the public would have
been a much more confrontational situation for me, a person who can, at times, be
uncomfortable in social settings and dislikes small talk. It then occurred to me that
playing games or acting playful in social situations can release the stress of awkward
conversation. Playing a game helps to deactivate our social defenses. It can short
circuit the anxieties associated with cultural differences, a lack of common interests,
and general incompatibilites. I remembered how in my extended family, a cast of
unruly characters with big competing personalities engaged with each other playing
the card game Pinochle for hours on end as they were talking, laughing and enjoying
friendly competition. This reminded me that a good game or physical activity helps
keep a hyperactive mind engrossed while the body is present and connected with
another person or persons.
5
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My instinct about how play helps us to connect with others seems to be in
alignment with the limited research that has been done with adults and play. It turns
out that funding for extensive research on play with adults gets blocked in most
western societies due to the mistaken beliefs that play is “childish” and only a worthy
subject of study for children. In our culture, work and love are highly valued in
adulthood but not play or playfulness. The cultural fear is, if we act like a child, we
might make a fool of ourselves and then lose respect of our peers and the community.
So, fear and shame not only stop us from being playful in public, but also keep us from
taking play seriously as a basic human need for health and happiness.
“What has become clear to me now is how play can become the cornerstone of all personal
relationships, from everyday interactions to long-term love. In fact, I would claim that sustained
emotional intimacy is impossible without play. This is true not only for married bliss, but for
continued vitality in long-term friendships.”6

We are aware that contemporary life is filled with stress and discord. Scientific
data on play and playfulness shows that letting go and having fun relieves stress,
makes you more creative, elevates your mood, helps you think better, will improve
your mental health and perhaps even help the world to become a better place. Play
seriously matters, it’s not a frivolous activity.
This research had serious impact on my goals for this work. I decided that I
needed to create play environments that were permanent, public, private, temporary,
fixed and portable. XOX! Share the Love was born. Share the Love speaks of how this
game is meant to be a social practice where people share this game to connect with
others intentionally in order to lift up ourselves and become better people and a better
society through play. The X’s and O’s of this friendly game certainly delineate the
competitors but more importantly they manifest as hugs and kisses.
Taking it to the streets…
And galleries, museums, coffee shops and public parks.
Once the structure and the look of the game were worked out, and the goal of
sharing the positive health benefits of play with others was established, I began to
6
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consider how this game might live in variety of contexts. How do I facilitate and
encourage play between people from all walks of life?
I contacted a local gallery that I had been working with and asked the owner if
he would consider doing a collaborative event with me. He agreed. Together, we
planned a 2-weekend event where “XOX! Share the Love” game was the central focus.
The first weekend was in my studio in Kingston, NY and the second weekend was at
The Wired Gallery in High Falls, NY. I was exhilarated to find that people didn’t just
look at the work, make some polite small talk, eat some snacks, and then leave. They
stayed and played the game all evening long. There was genuine excitement in the
room. An audience gathered around the players to watch their moves. It seemed much
like watching a sports event with people cheering for good moves and gasping at
missed opportunities. Both in my studio and at the gallery, there was so much interest
in this sculptural game that several people offered their assistance with legal,
manufacturing and marketing advice. There seemed to be much interest in seeing this
work get out into the world. Yet, what excited me most was being able to witness the
positive energy and connections that were being made as people played with each
other.
Now the game board and game pieces have evolved to a variety of test forms.
One is quite large at roughly 36” square. In a gallery or museum setting, this scale
works quite well. It has a presence. To augment the play experience two game tables
have been created for large museum settings. There is a 48” round table supported by
a big “X-shaped” interlocking support system. There are four stools for the round
table; two of the stools are X’s and two of the stools are O’s. The gameboard is part of
the table top. There is a 60” long wonky “X-shaped” table that will hold smaller game
sets described below. And a 22” beautiful wooden display box supported by layers
and layers of wonky shaped X’s. The gallery walls will be displaying the X and O prints
and other colorful playful graphic silkscreen and lithographs. On the floor will be
multiple sizes of X’s and O’s made of wood for people to stack and play with.
The large-scale game is perfect for the museum or gallery situation but it’s not
very portable. The scale needed to be reconsidered for taking it to places like coffee
shops, community centers, on the streets, or on road trips or anywhere there may be
more opportunities to bring people of different backgrounds and values together
through play.
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To address portability, two more sets of the game were made. One set was 22”
square while the other much smaller set was 12”. The smallest set was designed to fit
into a pizza box where people can take it to go with them. It is the most portable and
flexible play environment that can be set up in a restaurant, a Starbucks, at work, at
home or just about anywhere. The box is covered in colorful graphics representing the
gameboard and game pieces. The Inside cover has a paragraph of copy that
encourages people to take the game out to play with others. The game pieces are
nested into inserts that display them in an aesthetically pleasing way. The inserts lift out
and underneath are scorepads, pens, game rules and instructions. The 22” set is
perfect for a dining table or desktop. A display box made of Baltic Birch comes with a
sliding lid with the “XOX! Share the Love” logo in white on top. Inside is a beautiful
wooden inset that holds all of the game pieces. This inset can be lifted out and there is
a well beneath that can hold the scorepads, pens, game rules and instructions.
Since the smaller versions of the game have been fabricated, they’ve been taken
to the street (figure h). I’ve beta tested them in the following locations:
o Woodstock, New York as part of the Habitat for Artists at WAAM museum
where a former designer suggested I take it to a trade show
o NY NOW at the Javitz Center where a London firm was very interested and
intrigued by the game
o The Art Walk in Kingston, NY where I met my partner while playing the game
o New Paltz Open Studio Tour outside on the SUNY New Paltz campus where
it didn’t rain
o At several restaurants where strangers came to our table curious about the
game
o At friend’s homes where I got free dinner and feedback about the game
I met Interested passersby in all the above venues. I met a game developer who
wanted me to come to a weekly game developers group, a design merchant who
suggested I find an agent, a furniture designer who wanted to help figure out how to
manufacture the game, 2 lawyers who want to protect my intellectual property and
many gallery goers who were just happy to play a new game.
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XOX! And how to Share the Love
After 3 years of research, prototype fabrication and testing, this body of work is
now ready to be launched into the world outside of the academic institution. There are
many opportunities and ways to explore sharing XOX! Share the Love® with the public.
Museums and galleries that focus on craft, social practices and artist’s games will be
one of the many paths that will be explored. Public art venues are also of great interest
including park-like settings, educational institutions, or corporate campuses where busy
and driven people can rediscover their playful selves and connect with others for
restorative psychological and social benefits. I am also interested in researching, in a
more formal way, the therapeutic medical potential of this game. Because of the visual
complexity and strategic thinking needed for this game, it is a very good possibility
that it might be a useful tool for rehabilitation for traumatic brain injuries or for helping
to heal emotional traumas. And finally, I will explore manufacturing sets of the game to
help distribute it to the broadest possible audience, with the hope of facilitating
connection and happiness. And who couldn’t use more of that?
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A.

Oaxaca City, Oaxaca, Mexico 2016, photos: Lynn Herring
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B.

Lynn Herring, X’s, O’s. Hashtag, Asterisks, gouache, acrylic, graphite on Rives BFK, 22” x 30”, 2016
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C.

Lynn Herring, My X and My O, Relief prints, silkscreen and acrylic metallic paint, 22” x 30” on Rives BFK, 2017

D. Lynn Herring, Fabrication process for sculptural X’s and O’s, wood and glue, 2017
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E.

Lynn Herring, X’s, O’s. Wood, spray and
hand-painted acrylic, variable sizes,
2016-17
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F.

LEFT: Lynn Herring, Study for X and O
environment, graphite on newsprint.
2016
BOTTOM LEFT: Lynn Herring, Various
sizes of My X and My O sculptures,
wood, glue and acrylic spray paint,
acrylic metallic paint. 2016-17
ABOVE RIGHT: Lynn Herring, Five-Foot
Square TIC TAC TOE game, wood,
glue, acrylic spray paint, acrylic metallic
paint. 2016-17
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G. Lynn Herring, XOX! Share the LoveTM , game board and game pieces, overall size 36” x 36”, wood, acrylic
spray paint and acrylic metallic paint.
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Above: Lynn Herring, XOX! Share the LoveTM, drawing for Dorsky Museum Thesis show. 2019
Below: Lynn Herring, XOX! Share the LoveTM, Dorsky Museum Thesis show. May 17-21, 2019.
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Above and below: Lynn Herring, XOX! Share the LoveTM, Detail from Dorsky Museum Thesis show. May 17-21,
2019. Standing game table with pizza box games.
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Above and below: Lynn Herring, XOX! Share the LoveTM, Detail from Dorsky Museum Thesis show. May 17-21,
2019. Round game table for 4 with X and O stools.
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Above: Lynn Herring, XOX! Share the LoveTM, Detail from Dorsky Museum Thesis show. May 17-21, 2019.
On wall from left to right:

What?, silkscreen, 30” x 40”, 2018.
huh?, silkscreen, 40” x 30”, 2018.
Truth with an Asterisk, silkscreen, 30” x 40”
Full Tilt, lithograph, 30” x 40”, 2017
Rubber meets the road, lithograph, 40” x 30”, 2017
My X, lithograph, 30” x 40”, 2017
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Above: Lynn Herring, XOX! Share the LoveTM, Detail from Dorsky Museum Thesis show. May 17-21, 2019.
On wall from left to right:
Lynn Herring, My X’s and My O’s, silkscreen, relief printing and hand painted acrylic, 90” x 66”, 2017.
Lynn Herring, XOX! Share the LoveTM , rules and instructions banner, commercial printing, 36” x 66”. 2019.
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Above: Lynn Herring, XOX! Share the LoveTM, Detail from Dorsky Museum Thesis show. May 17-21, 2019.
Opening reception, May 17, 2019. Gallery visitors playing at game tables.
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